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Introduction. 
The selection of the sub,ject, "The New in Music, 11 was prompted by 
nn interest in the frequent appearance of nevr aspects in the art of mu-
sic. The following critique is the result of an e.ttempt to uncover 
forces which wol·k toward for1ning tho new, .to evaluate essen·binl factors 
of nevmess, and ·to conside1· the renotion of the public to new musical 
trends. 
Although thQ accent of the work is placed on the music of the la.te 
llineteenth and ear;J.y 'l'wenti,q·bh Centut•ies, consideration is e.lso given to 
essentially new !lE!pects o.f music duri:op,; the earlier period si:p.ce the Four .. 
toenth Century. Complexities of' modern composition become more easily 
understood when viewed in the light of previous attainment, The listener 
vrho wishes to hear modern music intelligently must needs be learned, for 
the entire world is included in the scope of modern music, not only the 
realm of emotion, but also the actual and the transcendental, One must; 
be able to follow the common thread of thou~~ht and inspiration which runs 
through the works of Monteverde, Bach, Do'\)ussy, and--Irving Berlin. 
In pursuance of this shining, golden thread the writer presents facta 
concerning the development of music in the pest, the stA-tus of music at 
present, and possible trends of the future, The ree.der will find ultra 
nnd bizerre theories introduced which may seem incredible as fact and im-
possible of achievement. These are, hovrever, cited from the works of re-
r~n~;>lble authorities and should be given credence. They contain within 
ther:1selves evidence of modern tendencies and the desire to grapple with 
" problem and bring it to a satisfactory solution. They also presage a 
more rich and vital music for tomorrow. Our common experience proves 
chily that the most inconceivable facts of yesterday are the "eternal 
v·wities 11 of today. And todey so soon becomes yesterday: 
l 
! 
l 
~; 
., 
1 
-I-
At every period there hns been, and there will continue to be new 
music. Each succeeding epoch has been prone to boast of the superiority 
of its own particul~J.r type of music. We tenaciously hold the same belief 
that chf:lracterized our predecessors. Like them also, we believe that we 
have at our disposal a larger fund of knowledge and greater facility in 
making music. ~his fact of greater kn~fledge is perhaps the only, or at 
~: least the best, gb.:l.m that we Cfln make to superiority. 
Ferrucl Busoni has learned from tho music of the past that "the spirit 
1 
of an art work, the measure of emotion, of humanity that ia in it" retain 
their value unchanged through the yenrs. We have here e. const!'tnt value- ... 
a point of contact between the works of those anonymous craftsmen of the 
Middle Ages and the compositions of Schonberg or Hindemith--o. nexus based 
on a vital component of music, namely the ou~nard-moving (e-motion) of ex-
pression. 
For despite the vaunted wisdom and judgment displayed by the critic 
in his musical co~nents on composers and performers alike, none of the 
critical fraternity has yet given a satisfactory definition of music. A 
modern composer states, "The history of musical criticism is that of a 
2 
series of phoenixes arising from the ashes of analytic disaster. 11 Neither 
critic nor composer can definitely or intelligibly analyze or explain mu-
sic to any group of people. Though we may read widely a~d attend lec~tres 
on so-called Music Appreciation, we still remain in the durk e.s to the 
real essence of music itself. We can ascertain the forms it takes, the 
1 Ferrucio Busoni, A Nmv Esthetic of Music, 4. 
2 E. B. Hill, "Maurice Ravel, 11 Musical Qw.'lrterly, XIII, 130-146, 
(Jan., 1927) ---·----
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2 
rhythms, melodies, and tonal combinations it assumes. But these ere only 
vesunents that clothe e. mystic entity whose presence we realize but do not 
know. Beethoven, the acute s•.;udent, may have intentionally defined music 
when he wrot(;l of his own spiritual self, 11 I run that I exn, no man has left-
od my veil". 
One seldom finds even an att€1lllpt a·c e. definition of muai<.'• Such a.n .. 
a lyses on the vrhole fall within throe groupings, the physice.l, the psycho-
logical, and the uu~te.physionl. Proponents o:f' the physico.l e:x:plana.tio.n of 
l. 
music believe it (}onsists of 11 sonorot,J.s air, 11 that muaio is "something hep-
2 
pening in the ab 1'. To them music is an in·ceresting phenomenon for labor .. 
e.tory research with tuning forks, resonators, end sounding strings and !'or 
tho consequent deduction o!' formulFe and stetement of physicol lew. These 
contributions e.re in no wise unimporte.nt nor should their scope be mini .. 
mized. It is the opinion of e. modern writer that 11 if' the technice.l methods 
ere not understood, any Resthetic jud19·nent in art is necessarily without 
3 
a substantial basis". However, there must be more to muaio than this tan .. 
gible part which can be reduced to demonstrable fe.ct. 
The psychologicel explenation of music attempts to solve the problem 
· of how and why we e.re moved by music, end account for the differences of 
stimuli and reaction to various types of music. Busoni states that the 
arts hold in common two e.ims, "the imi ~ation of nature and the interpro-
4 
tetion of human feelings 11 • Another suthor, unknown to me, defines music 
as the 11delineation of humrm thought, feeling, or experience, on tones". 
1 Ferrucio Busoni, op. cit., 4. 
2 Redfield, Music e. Science and e.n Art. (page unknm·m). 
3 H. Leichtentri tt, "Schonbeq~ and Tonality, 11 Modern Music, IV, 3-ll, 
(May 1928). 
4 Ferrucio Busoni, op. cit., 3. 
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Cambarieu gives e. similar conception~ "Music ia the art of thinking in 
1 
3 
sounds". Overstreet comments on music as "the only means whereby we feel 
2 
these emotions (love~ sorrow~ etc.) in their universality". The modern 
psychologist is interested in determining the power of music in human be-
havior. The 11Geste.l t" theory e.dvBnced by W8l.f'e;e.ng Kohler end Kurt Koff'ke. 
is e.pplice.ble to music becnuse it de!lls with sense as well as thought-
pat1;erns end auditory, as well e.a ·other kinds of configuration. 'Xhe pio-
neer in musical psychology is Dr. c. E. Seasho1•a of the University of Iowe.. 
His work condst3 of the analysis e.nd testing of individual m\lsical tslent. 
This has gre~1t vetlue in its e.bili ty to e.id in th~ selection e.n,d training 
of performer~. A British psychologbt has oome close to the substance of 
music itself in his recent work1 a study of e.pple.use, personal reactions, 
3 
end of other manifests. tiona of the listener, 
"This then," atstes Surette in e. speculotive definition, "is what we 
cell music; rhythm, melody, e.nd harmony, arrenged in forms of beauty, 
existing in time. It is without mee.ning--it is without iden ••••• it ore-
e.tes a world of its own~ fictitious, fe.bulous, e.nd irrelevant--e. world 
4 
of sound, evanescent, yet indestructible," This feeling of eve.nescence 
leads into a field of apecule.tive conjecture, "a hyper-physical world of 
sound" that is the dream and the desire of some modern wri tars, Akin to 
this con~eptio"'. is the emphasis on intuition as found in Wischnegradski 's 
11 
'Pan-Sonority, ' or simultaneous continuum ... in which the entire musical 
space is filled with living sonorous me.tter ••• sentiment cnn perceive~ or 
5 
'hear' this sonority through e. manner of inner intuition". This is e. oon-
1 Ce.mbe.rieu~ Music, Its Le.ws end Evolution, (page not known). 
2 H.A.Overstreet, About Ourselves~Chap.XII,(Ee.rs that Henr 11 );183. 
3 F' .Howes, The BoraeFI8.'"na01' Music end PsycholoQ • 
4 T. W. Surette, Music e.nd Life, 13. 
5 I. V'lischnegradski, 11 Quertertonal Music", Pro Musicn Que.rt.,VI,l9-32, 
(Oct.,l927). 
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caption reminiscent to that of the Greeks, who e.ttached moral significance 
to music. If the past were more i\tlly lmovm, we would undoubtedly find 
that musicie.ns have always me.intained a spiritual attitude toward music. 
The following quo·be.tion from the writings of Ca.lve.coressi seems moat ex-
1 
pressi ve and swM up the md:ter convincingly and clearly: 
Music consists of fJOUnds and rhythms in a certa.in order of co-ordination 
end contrast; by this order, rele.tionships are este.blished, and these con ... 
stitute design ~.nd form. '.rhe bnre ffl-ct of physioa.l sensation produces cer-
tain crude, phy&~ice,l, unoon~:~cioua ree.ctiona, and is followed by consQious 
preception. Upon the things thus perceived, a process which depends upon 
f'<esthetio senaibility puts some sort of construction, definite, yet e.a in .. 
definable in ita e(ilsentials as aesthetic sensibility itself'; and other pro~ 
ceases put other constructions which may be parallel (as when our mind dis" 
covers :for whiah a work has struck us a.a bee.uti:f'ul or the revers$) or di .. 
vergent {e.s when we are inst.inctiv~ly attracted by a work and our mind di.liJ .. 
covers reasons :for correcting this impression) • How fe.r th~se processes 
intermingle, which takes place first, and which has or should have the cast~ 
ing vote, are so many vexed questions, 
-.II-
Having directed our thought into some of the more evident re.mifioa" 
tions o£ musical art in ita three phases, we shall proceed to discuss what 
mny be new in music. The ectual soul-ste.te or mood to be expressed e.s 
"absolute music" or the action or object to be represented e.s "progrr.Jnlll.e 
music" naturally will show ve.riations with changing times. The .American 
movement in Jazz typifies this fact. The phrenetic feverishness of our 
city life and the cle.ngs s.nd shri 11 sounds of e. machine age are essentially 
modern. The addition of new and potent material will h~ve e. tendency to 
break through existing forms into nevi paths of expression, e.s it did in 
the later periods of both Beethoven and Wagner. Great activity and force 
in musical me.terie.l tends to the e.bendonment of strict and recurrent forms. 
1 M. D. Calvocoressi, Musicnl Criticism,. 41. 
5 
}.;usical matel:ial itself con tirnwlly changes in its three eloments of 
rhythm, melody and harmony. In the modern period the tendency is townrd 
complexity in rhythm; lesfJ use of 'llelody; nnd atonality is harmony. 
Laterial bears within itself the power which makes it change. Discoveries 
in tone coloi.' or acoustics may ensi ly outmode existing systems. For the 
performance of this nmv .. -t;ype music the old instn~ments must either suffer 
chanr;e or give place to n~rvr. We c.';.nnot pu-1; new wine into old bottles. 
New idens require new modo::; of exp:ression. The tempered oln.viElr of Bnch 
nnd the qtwrtert;onnl pieno of Lld.bt'< inst~:1.no~:J this truth. The tremolo 9.nd 
the pizz:tMto of Montevr.n•do 1s violins were merely a s·b13p nher:td in tho 
realization of· dramatic intensity in st&g;e art. 
The attitude of the public is the pritne C'?.use for the existence of the 
failure of art works. The c,J.J.-bv.red group hns ever been too small to greatly 
influence art from the ste.ndpoint of the listener. The new music has, for 
this reason, been largely culture musi o and has often failed of immedi'lte 
success bece.use of its unintelligibility when judged by the standards of 
folk-art. Practico.lly all reyolutions, whether in the arts or in politics, 
have been initiated to return "inalienable rights" to the people. Auto-
cracy in art or goverm:tent is insupport!tble. One of the saltd;ary effects 
of democracy upon educntion has been the introductton of the arts into the 
com,non school CUl'ricultun e.l tho this is e.t present somewhat menaced by our 
materialistic tendencies. The t'3achinr; of music has unfortune,tely been 
Ddministered in such a peclnntic fashion that it h~;s been the 11 bete noir 11 
of the student rather than a source of benuty. Much of the discussion of 
Music Appreciation is no more than e. dehumanized analysis of' musical forms 
from which the soul hns fled in torture, leaving only e. cadaver to be in-
vestigated at ·will. Cheer may b0 tRken from the fact that the more modern 
6 
musician he.s become aware of the advance mHde in the technique of teach-
ing s.nd is applying these principles to his ovm pedugo~. The psychology 
of music is developine; and is presenting valuable de.ta from its laboratory 
resev.rch. Medical science is also contributing to the greater knovrledge 
of the concomitants of vocn.l e.rt while physical investigation aids in im-
proving musicnl ins·l:;ru.rnenbl3. '..Chfl inorense of instruction :l.n both theo-
reticnl and applied music in colleges nnd univ•,;,rsibies shows the modern 
trend toward a moPe t;C:lneral knowledge in murlic. The depertments of Educ13. .. 
tion and Psycholog,y are lnr gely r€lsponsi ble for the grovrth of music as e.n 
intr.Jgra1 pnr·t:; of the edu(wtionnl pro~r·em. 
1 
"Cult m1.1Sio 11 o.s Dekker cnlls it, may at e.ny time e.ppo1<1.r in new guise. 
The Lutheran choral, the later Anglic1m chnnt, the pseudo-sacred jazz of 
the modern revi·val meeting are ns expressive of an idea as nre the Gregor-
iun chants. Music has beer1 us<)d by e.ll cults a.s a means of worship with 
the exception of the Mohmmnedo.ns, who reserve it f'or the bliss of' Paradise. 
The Moslem ideo. of music is tho opposite to thnt held by other cults in 
that it is not considered to be elevating, but sensual and as dangerous to 
the "true believer" as intenperance or immore.li ty. 
Secular music is prehistoric in its origin, The folk song and dance 
along with the foD: drama underlie all our musical system. 'rhey have e.l-
ways represented the folk-8.rt which remains at the intellectual level of 
the ordinary person and never achieves the form set by ~he higher culture-
ar;'c. The two contend for supremacy but the lower seems quite as often as 
not the source from which the higher draws its best new material for sub-
limntion. Modern .Americe.n music has turned toward the adoption of o.n id-
iom of the street e.nd the ce.bf..ret and is what a recent journalist cnlls 
in the slang patois "·whoopee-music". The secular music of the cOL'lmon 
folk serves as a check on the eroticism and superhuman organization of 
the art beyond common understanding. 
We canno·b fe.il to discov(H' in our study that the elements still ex-
ist which were new in ·the music of. the past.. This is ·true because all 
music has for ibs source the same creative spa1·k and requires a certain 
e.motm·t of freedom of movement in production. We are oontinue.lly finding 
out that in evQn a. rernol::ie pe.st there have existed the very things which 
le. ter epochs have WOl'ked Ot\t and have pridefully claimed M their origi ... 
na.l oontribut;l.on$ to culture. 11 It is a strnnf!ie fao·b 11 , wrihs Hugo 
Leichtentri'bt, 11 that revolutionary artists have always attributed th9ir 
innovations to inventiveness, when as a matter of fac·t they obey some se-
cret law which bids them take up a thread that had fallen to the ground 
and lain invisible through many generations, All the problems of oontem .. 
porary art are rooted in the pas·b, reaching down sometimes deep into the 
1 
ages." Inquiry into music of the past has disclosed that men of earlier 
periods devoted intensive and prolonged study to musical me.terie.ls and 
forms which we nO\'T considel' modern. Linear counterpoint, the quarter .. 
tonal scale, and pol~~l1ythms are former developments. We may then, con~ 
elude that new music is, on the whole, an outgrowti1 of the music of the 
past; not a repetition but a result, sometimes the fulfilment of a c;lor-
mo.nt idea or a protest against existing strictures of belief. 
-III-
During the Middle Ages the pov1er of the church had been omnipotent 
l· H.Leichtentritt, "Musical Transmigrations, 11 Modern Music, IV,3-8, 
(Mar., 1927) • 
·and its authority infallible. But even in the eleventh century, when 
Abelard began his teaching, here e.nd there dissenting voices were raised 
against the practices of the church, even from within its holy orders. 
Such a one was Martin Lu~~her, o. highly educated Augustinian monk, and a 
professor of thoology at Wi·tbenberg• The open abuses of the church raised 
his ire and he ce.me forth as a reformer. Although at first he did not in-
tend to withdrHw from the ohu1·oh, later he was forced to do so. Beside 
his wish to purge the church of wrong doing, Luther oheriahed a desire to 
restore a greater part of the service to the communicant, giving him a 
fee ling of direct contact with the Divine. To further this ideo. he trans .. 
lated the Bible into the common tongue of the German people end arranged 
a Gennan Mass similar to that used in the Roman Catholic Church but short• 
er and less tedious. This included German Hymns of devotion for oongrega• 
tional singing. In 1524 the first book of Chorals was published and was 
followed two years later by the "Deutsche Messa" (German Mass). 
The 'b.vo foundations upon which the Lutheran movement rested musics.lly 
were the Catholic liturgy and the grent fund of devo·tional songs which the 
Gothic peoples had brought with them into Europe at the time of their be.r .. 
barian incursions in the early Christian era. These were never lost in 
the ensuinr; years .of Christianization. These 11 Kirleisen 11 (from Kyrie 
Eleison) becs~rne the basis in spirit of the new hymns of Luther. We can 
realize the truth of Dickinson 1 s sto.·hement that "Luther. set the national 
1 
impulse free". Songs of the people and Catholic chants were adapted to 
naw texts. Like other musicians of the period, Luther and hi~ helpers 
were "tune-setters". There is some dispute concerning the number of songs 
actually written by Luther himself. Johann Walther, his assistant e.nd 
1 E. Dickinson, Music in the Histor~ of the Western Church, 243. 
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·biographer, was a. trained musici.e.n and recorded tunes a.s Luther played 
them on the flute. Singing became a. glorious part of worship. The au-
thor quoted above states further, "It was not new forms but a new spirit 
which Luther gave to his church. He did not break with the past, but 
1 
found in the pHst a new stt~nding ground". 
The ilnpao·b of the Lutheran spirit was keenly felt bj• Ce. tho lie mu~ 
sioians and a oot.mter-movement was inaugurated to center interest in the 
Roman Church. Numerous songbooks wort:~ published which exerted only an 
ephemeral influence. The traditions of oen·budes could not thus be cas-
ua.lly set asida. The grenb madiaevnl composer 1 Pe.lasi:;rina was dolng his 
finest work during this period but it was essentially in the conventional 
ri tua.listio style of the Roman Church, The new form of Bacred oomposi ... 
tion which came from the late sixteenth century was the oratorio, This 
was instituted by Filippo Neri, whom Goethe ce.lls 11 the humorous se.int, 11 
with ·the intention of continuing the theatrical interest of the Miracle 
Play over into Lent. He ce.lled upon his friend Pales·trina to write mu .. 
sic for him, organized a group or the brothers to sing it, and this init-
io.ted a new form of religious musical expression. The presentation in .. 
eluded soli, duets in dialog, and polyphonic choruses called 11 laudes 
spiri tuales 11 • The name was applied from the custom of rehearsing in the 
oratory of the church. These oratorios were sung e.t the conclusion of 
Neri's daily exposition of the Scripture. Here again ~o existing ideas 
fuse to create a new form. The element of the dramatic also enters into 
Catholic worship apart from the actual celebration of the Mass. 
The early seventeenth century saw another activity upon the same 
general basis of folk-drama. but with a secular rather than a sacred ac-
1 E. Dickinson, ibid., 227. 
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.cent. 'fhe drama with music, 11 dra1mna per la musi.ca", grevr out of the idea 
of resuscitating Greek drama. Those who undertook this task were a grollp 
of Florentine gentlemen of high social rank e.nd superior educntion. Their 
minds were no doupt filled with the interest in the clt'l.ssioBl culture of 
Greek and Rome which had been aroused dUl"ine; the Rennaissance. Since nona 
of them possessed any definite informa·bion concerning the manner of musio 
used by the Grf;leks, the reaultine; works were doubtless founded on conjec .. 
ture and the fund of material furnished by the Mystery Plays and o·ther 
indigenous dra,ma. 
Greek my'bhs were used e.a texts and the solo voice and chorus with in .. 
strumental accompaniment were chosen as mediums of expression for the pre .. 
sentation of the works. The collaborating poet Rinucoini ~nd the musician 
Peri had gained sufficient facility to win success with their fellow and 
friends among the nobility, for in 1600 they presented their "Orpheus a.nd 
Euridice" at the nuptials of Maria di Medial and Henry IV of Franca. It 
was well received and was soon oe.rried to other cotmtries .... n precious seed 
that should burgeon and bear fruit in foreign soil. 
After opera had been originated there were many who became interested; 
but of all these none seemed to possess such natural apti~tde nor win such 
success as did Claudio Monteverde. He was a contemporary of the Florentine 
group e.nd perhaps heard some of their compositions. Seven years after the 
production of the Peri-Rinuccini 11 0rfeo 11 Mon·beverde completed two similar 
works-one in fact with the same libretto, which Rinuccini had revised for 
his use. 
In this mounting of 11 0rfeo 11 the solo voice was used more adeptly and 
the dramatic intensity of the work is remarkable. The aria is introduced, 
aria with Da Capo, which prefigured the recurrent method of the later son-
11 
flta end the song-forms. 'fhe intere:;~;ing feeture of the opero wes the 
thirty-nine pioce orchen{;no v:hi el-: Bccompnnied the sinrc:ers nncl phyed be-
fore the opern and between scenes. The orchestn:l prelude is v:ritten en-
tirely on one chord with £1 sin[~le br..ss tone susteined throug;hout--n dev:i.c(~ 
used 'bvm centuritH; le:l:;er by VingM;l' in t;be Prelude to 11 Das Rhein gold 11 • 'l'he 
s te g;e musi o o.f 11 0r .fee> 11 is e s <H.m t.io.lly dr nma t.i e; it is not church countel' ... 
point. In f.t1cd; Montovtn•dn v1n~.; novel' nblr:.• to vrrite excellent sncrod mus:i.Q. 
Thou(!;h he mt=Jde mcny oi,;Lemp·l;s, they nro J'n· inf'orior to his drnmnt.io VIOl'ktJ. 
After the pu.bHontioJ, of hi~1 i'if'th boo1: of Mndrigals ln 1605, Mon'Le-
vor<le vms e.t we.r with the polypbunic school e.nd be.ndied many vrell ... turn<:ld 
phrases v1ith his critics, His ust~ of cHminished seventh chords witYout 
preperation r.nd of suspensions of the dominent seventh and its inverslons 
enrn~ed the theorists, 
When we consider that Monteverd(\ vrns born in the town of Cremonc, 
vrhi ch had e;eined fPme f'Ol' its production of the violin, it is smHLL won-
der the.t thfl composer exploii;ed the posGil1ilit:i.es of that instrument, In 
e lAter opern 11 The Conflict of Tnncred o.nd Clorinda," a Crusade tale, 
lvionteverde directs the vlolins to plt:1y tremolo end piz:d.cato the better to 
express rage ~:md the olfshing of swol"ds in eombat. The vioUns o.nd other 
string;s constituted the bulk of' Monteverde's orchestre and were used in 
four ports. None of l~ionteverde 's innovetions, either in h&l'IllOl'Y' or in or-
chestration, come into genernl use irnmecliete1y. Some o'f them, irJdeod, lP..y 
fF.llow for e century. llo wns fifl innove.tor i'er in e.dvnnce of i·.be perj_od in 
which he lived. 
i.. logier 1 succesc;or to Luth;r, ::ec·:'.., and 1:onteverde is John 
Sebest.ien Bech who~e v;orks pel-tf ke of something of the nature of eech. 
Bach represents the cJ.imr,:x of the Lut.henm chore.l movement. With Neri e.nd 
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Palestrina, he shares e. pnrt in the promotion of oratorio, end with 
r.r.onteverde an interest in instnUTJentD.l music. Both were e,ssooiated with 
the making of the violin and the viol. 
Appearing at the time he did, Bach we.s able to re~:~uscite.te do1·mant 
ideas and combine them in{;o nevr forms. ''He settled the dhpute between 
1 
the old church modes end the modern harm<mio sys·bem 11 and becmne the fopn .. 
der of modern oompoai 'bion. Ho brought. instrumen·bal polyphony to its high .. 
oat po:tn·b and founded e. n(;lw vocal style be.sed on :tnatrumen-t;a.l pr:l..ncipleG•• 
tha.t is upon equal temperrunent. Thia we.s the. second grant contribution of 
Bach to the world of modern nn.tsiQ, 
The time wv.s ripe for an extension of the scope of me.tl;)rial for com ... 
position, and to the mind of Bach and others, such as WerlQ'll.eister e.nd 
Re.meau, there occurred the possibility of dividing; the oote.ve into equal 
perts so as to permit the f.rt~B transferenc~ of musicel idel'ls from key to 
key without unplee.sant tone-relationships or loss of tonaH ty in the new 
key. 
Accordingly Bach tuned his cle.vichord, an instrument ·VTell sui ted to 
his purpose, and wrote the forty-eight preludes and i'ug,ues of the 11WelJ. ... 
Tempered Clavichord" to o.emonstrnte the _prnc~;ica.l applice.tion of his 
theory. This change was applied only to the clavier. Bach's organ still 
remained tuned in mean-tone temperament long after his death. In feet, 
the new method of tuning was not genornlly e.pplied to organs until the 
nineteenth century. 
Equal temperament gave the composer free rein to modulete at will 
o.nd challenged him to investige.te new sonorities and key contre.sJ1.0s. 
There is in the works of Bach an interest in texture which is the deter-
1 Groves 1 Dictionary of Music v.nd Musicians, "Bach, 11 153. 
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mining feature of the Impressionists of the nineteenth century though the 
former was developed with rhyth1nic and melodic polyphony, end the hd;ter 
with an opposite method of sonorous hnrmony. The new tuning incrensed 
keyboord demends, since free module.tion released every key for the use of 
the hand. Bach raised the thumb ~;md fiftll finger from idleness, onto the 
keyboard and assigned them en eot.ive pe.rt in the new manue.l dexterity. 
Thus deme.nds appear which give rise to ne·w eooustioal, hnrmonj.c, e.nd 
teohnioel methods and theorles. 
Anoi.;her composer who o.chieveci his ideals more fully than his prede~ 
cessors hftd been able to do was Hiohnrd We.gnet•. Doubtless Rameo.u and 
Gluck, perhaps even Montoverde, were aiming at the same idea. but lecked 
the materie.l, either wlthin themselves or in the musical idea-system of 
their time to reach the goal. But Wagner so completely exploited the 
music-dre.ma. that little remeins to be e.ocomplished in that form. His 
work thus appears as a. complete unit in ~pera history. 
The reason !'or this coherence and self-sufficiency rests la.rgely in 
the persone.lity of Wagner end in the spirit of Rome.nticism. The use of 
old European myths and se.ge.s in a realistic, out-of•door setting satis-
fied the fondness for nnturalism. This e.nd the sensuous and hedonistic 
delight in love for its own sHke, as expressed in the 11 love music" of 
"Tristan und Isolde" are the very essence of the spirit of the age. 11 In 
1 
Tristan 11 , decJ.ares Weissmt:mn, "the Homan tic movement foWld its apotheosis". 
The means devised by Wagner to form his music drama into a closely-
knit whole include the application of the "leitmotiv," e. type of represen-
tative theme for each character or idea, which Berlioz had previously in-
troduced into his instrumente l composition. This requires e.n intellectual 
1 A. Weissmann, 'rhe Problems of Modern Musi2_, 10. 
attit-ude on the part of both composer and hearer. As the various motives 
develop and roe.ct upon one ~mother there evolves e. new coun·tierpoint, pro-
phetic of the modern school of hnrmonic pol·yphony. The orchestra we.s or-
ganized e.s e.n intense means of forvrerding eotion fe.r' e.bove the level of' 
mere e.ooompo.niment. Chnrno1;ed.stic tone colors of' oortein ins{;ruments 
were assigned tp def'ini·l;e personali Mea in the drama., thuG intensi;r,jing 
tho ntmoaphere of the myaU.ottJ. ond supernaturfll. '.Cho vocal solo beowne 
11 spoken-song 11 ~·wbher i;hun ·t:;he vbiq"i toua e.rie. of the Italie.nn. ',rhe voonl 
score no longer noted ns the determinant of the opera but became a contri• 
buting member to the entire "mise en soene 11 • Staging, oos{~une 1 and action 
were also planned with an eye to finesse in the entil•e fa.br:io of tho drf).ma. 
The unique Wagnerian pO\ver to accomplish these thinga la.y in the fact 
that the artist-creator conceived libretto, music, costtune, and ste.ging 
simulte.neously a.nd directed them persona.l1y. Thia obvie.ted the fe.ilure.l3 
attendant to the works of other dreJnatists, hindered by poor libret'l:;i o:r 
inartistic e.nd unexpressive scenery and costumes. The use of the magic 
and mythical; the novel menns of mounting; the introduction of the 11 lei t1Tto-
ti v; 11 the exploi te.tion of tone color e.nd its connection with ideas combine 
to make the Wagnerie.n music drama a finn and homogeneous form of stege art. 
Claude Debussy was perhaps the first of the moG.ern era. to ree.lize 
fully that nothing of further crer,.tive ve.lue could come out of the Wagner-
inn tradition that had gripped European music so closely. He decided, 
rather, to cast his lot. with the modern, forward-looking group of French 
poets and artists including lvia.eterlinck, Bea.udele.ire, and Coctea.u •. The 
French had early perfected an expressive school of poetry and drama, so 
highly orge.nized even in the seventeenth century, that the eerly opera-
tic attempts of the Italinns seemed childish and ne.ive to the French 
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pubJ.ic. 
Debussy had in his youth become fumilier with the fresh, .primitive 
music of' the Russians and the rhythmic che.rm of Gypsy song and dance. 
'£his opened a new field distinctly apnrt from the highly indi vidue.lized 
spirit of the latter Romanticists. Russians on the whole are fond of 
sonorities end the Moussorgski score of "Bo:r:l.s Godonov" with its ore.sh-
ing of Kremlin bella was e. fo.vorH;e with Debussy. I·b me.y he.ve influenced 
him in his harmonic conc~ption o.f. Improssionism as e.n expres$ive muaioE1l 
medium. CertEtinly it was fron1 the Asia·tic musicians that he derived his 
interest in the whole-tone sof!.le ·which he used in composition to auoh an 
extent that it reme.ins closely associe.ted with his name • 
The term Impressionism was first used in 1874 when e. F'renoh pe.inter • 
Monet, exhibited a oanve.s, "Impression--A Rising Sun". It in1medietely be .. 
came "e. term of derision applied to painting whose aim was to substitute 
• 
an emotion as the prime.ry effect of e definite cause 1 to reproduce the 
1 
emotion on canvas, rather than the ce.use itself". Verlaine 1 Bee.udelaire, 
e.nd Maeterlinck formed an impressionistio group of poets. It was their 
verse and dre.m.e. which Debussy chose for his vocal settings suoh as 11 Pelle.s 
and Melise.nde 11 and a.s an inspiration for his chamber and symphonic works, 
of which "The Afternoon of e. Faun 11 is an inste.noe. Romain Rolland calls 
this "a re9 ction of French genius a.ge.inst foreig;n art, especia.lly against 
2 
Wagnerian art". Debussy, hOW"ever, adopted a. conception ·used by Wag;ner, 
namely, the avoidance of melody as being too arresting. He uses what 
3 
Mason indicates as "only bits a.nd snippets of tune 11 • He speaks further 
1 Marion Bauer, 11 Im.pressionists in .America," Modern Music, IV, 15-21 
(Jan.,l927). 
2 Romain 11olland, Musicians of Today, 235. 
3 D. G. M.$.SOn, ContemporarY. Composers, 140. 
.1~ 
of Debussy 1 s music, "S:ymbolism is the type of art which moat appeals to 
the inartistic and Debussy is the musician most beloved by the unmusice.l 11 • 
Another clever use of existing material was the employment of the 
whole-tone scale as a melodic and harmonic me1ms of either establishing or 
obstructing tonality. Debussy's method differed widely from that of his 
predecessors in the use of sonorities rather than chord progressions by 
rule of thumb, and also in the eJcploration of' unused dissonances. Carl 
Engel states in e. discussion of these novel phases that in Qrdar .to ap-
precie.te Debuaey 1 s music, tho listener must train himself so that "tone 
combinations wh:J.ch the ear has heretoforE! rejected as har~h and unst~.tis ... 
factory can be made to sound sensuously be8.uti:f'ul and satiafying. That 
the application of such novel stuff should condition a new technique or 
2 
procedure, is wholly incidental". 
Since the life and existence of a composition are largely determin~ 
ed by the public attitude which it arouses, the training of' the ear to 
modern works is always a signifioe.nt problem. It is an interesting fact 
that within the past decade the works of Debussy he.ve moved from a ple.oe 
of tolerance into the front rank of popule.r music. To quote Mr. Engel 
further, "Not since Chopin has a row of black and white keys been made to 
3 
radiate so many different and dazzling; hues 11 • "The Afternoon of' a Faun" 
and 11 Pellee.s and Melisande" were completed in 1892. This latter work wus 
given its premiere per formnnce in Paris in 1902 with ind,i fferent success 
because of' its shocking modernity. A critic in the French press wrote of 
the opera, 11 I heard sounds in uninterrupted sequence without finding a 
1 D. G. Mason, ibid., 142. 
2 Carl Engel, Alla Breve, 271. 
3 Carl Engel, op. cit., 278. 
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trace of design, of form, of a motive, of an accent ••• The ear is help-
1 
less, one feels irritated and bored." Writing twenty years later, a 
British critic makes the following pronouncement rege.rding the same opera, 
"Pellee.s is probably the most S8tisfectory opere. ever written, so fH as 
the artistic u.ni ty of the theDter is concerned. Mae·berl.inck leaves so 
much to the lmn.gimJ.tion that thore is room for Debussy to add e. nmsicel 
twilight. Thh he does with o restroinfld beeuty which truly supplements 
2 
the stage withou·h dvmrfing it." 'ile hnve here within our own per:l.od an 
instance of ·the change which mll;'l be achieved in fashioning musice.l taste 
to accept the ou·bre and bize.rre e.nd to make it popular. 
The success of Debussy in choosing clever titles for his works con-
tri buted no small share to his fame. It is obviously of the greatest ser .. 
vice to the writer of progre.nune music but has been overworked by the ultra .. 
moderns. The orchestre, as recently developed, consists of e. smeller 
group of instruments e.nd makes use of unusue.l conbine.tions for tone-color • 
This interest in oheJJJber music, and the exceptional activity in orches ... 
trHtion end exploitation of instrumental possibilities are natural se~ 
quences of the Debussy tre.di tions. Berlioz e.nd Wagner were masters of 
orchestration, but their te.stes ran rather toward coarseness and great 
volume than to the delicecy and refinement typical of French writers. In 
Debussy's works, we find germ idevs derived from his predecessors, idee.s 
which have been c~trried on and utilized by his followers. D'Indy, who 
was e. contemporary of Debussy, but who me.intained a closer continuity 
with the past and particularly with the Germe.n music, is e. de.rk star in 
1 hl. D. Calvacoressi, op. cit., 82. 
2 George Dyson, 'rhe New lvi.uslc, 137. 
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comparison with the great Fnmch lwninary. 1de may instance the work of' 
Debussy as modern music:, arisinr": from a protest against convention es 
well as 8. maturing of existent nmsiM•.l idees through the mente 1 medium 
of 8 highly refined nnd ir.dividtw.lized personnlity. 
'fhe outstE.ndinr~ DSpects of the works of Debussy are: deprq·ture 
from e.ccep·becl conventions; fl.voidnnce of melody; lHxity of tonnlit;y; 
• 
invention of clever titles for his oompositiono; use of sme.ller groups 
of in~·l;rlunents; and Ol' ober.trntion espeoie lly fat· beauty of tone color. 
Altho none of thes(;l ld.oes w(t'fi origirwl wHh him, Debussy was probably 
the first to e.asembla them in·to a. worki.ng aoheme o.nd to develop the1n 
in e. Ga.lllc manner. They furnish on entl'a.nce to the bewildering, 
cacophonous field of ultrH-moclern music. 
-IV-
Miss Puffer, in her excellent book on Aesthethics, ste.tes the 
axiome:bio fe.ct that., "in tbe history of music it seems to be e rule 
elmost without exception, that the works of genius are greeted with 
l 
contwnely 11 • SomevvhB.t leter, she continues, "Now the works of genius, 
as we have seen, ai'tel' all take cflre of themselves. But it is of the 
greatest significance to the theory of music, as of all ert, that in 
the circle of the yeBrs, the same contrasting views, grown to even 
1 
II 
sharper opposition, still greet the appearance of n.evf work • This 
"neophobia" which is characteristic of e.ll periods, while it tends 
to impede proEress, still serves to stebilize the arts. 
'fhe progressive composer, as e rule, is the one who institutes 
reforms and precipi tetes heated discussion. F'rom the Greek era to the 
1 Ethel D. Puffer, The Psycholog;z of Beauty, 151. 
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modern, we hnve perennial dif.d:ribes agf!inst the now in music. Plato cf's-
tir;e..tes the rnusicircns of his ern in this mr:mner, 11 this sort of thine 
whicb v.ims ••• et brutish noi5e is exceedingly rude end coarse; i -\~ lends to 
1 
every kind of irre~;ulf,rity end trickery". From the fourteenth century 
th . . t . . f 1' • • 11H d th . comes l.S crJ. ,lcJ.sm o e new movumen·c:; 1n rnus1c, oY.: Hre .. ey SJ..rlf~ or 
wrH;e Disce,nt, those who ignore the ert of selecting chords, and have no 
2 
inklinr~ whieh cOJPbinwt.ions of s<)undfi constituto concords". Three hundred 
years leter, ·bhe It1>1iE'n critio, hrtusi, wrote of' a l.lontovtn'de perf'ormntHW, 
11 You hoDr e medley of sounds, <J vr.rif)-\;y of perts, e. rumble of harmonies 
·bhnt nro inl:ol0l't\ble bo 'l•he enr, •• how onn ·bha mi.nd aec lie;ht in +Jd.s ohn ... 
3 
os? 11 The critic must be I'Inry in his statements or in a deo&de or two 
his vTr1.tinr~s may be unenrtlwcl for humorous reeding, 'l'he bistorinn, who 
never touc:hes e matter until il. hGs cooled into form, en;joys disoustdng 
nll pheses in their chronologieal relf.tionship e.nd development. 
The appennmce of reclly nevf m~.:>teritol or method lays its henvir:)St 
burden on the teacher r·nd the per former, In cese o.f great change, there 
must be mastery of the neTi mediw;l with r.. new technique, Imae~ine the 
stir 'Nhen lviOnteverde instructed his violinists in the mysteriel'l of trem-
olo and piz/\i.cnto--or when Bach plnyed with all ten fingers on the keys 
of en eque.lly-tempered clE·.ViGhord---L•uenty-four scB1es to le11rn and four 
Jrlore fingers to train into the inoreesed complexity of bl8ck keys end 
modulations! So lone; es 1nusic exists, p~wformers derner\d traird.nr~ and 
someone must do the tre.ining. Such is the tribute exHcted by Procress. 
Shall we cry for 11 the goori old tunes of' Strauss vnd Debuss~)"'? 
1 M. D. CaJvacoressi, op. .... Cl v • 1 (Plato's Laws), 81 • 
"' Xu. D. CelvRcoressi, ibid. (Johnnn de Muris), 81. ~
'Z li.. D. Cal vacon~ssi, ,, 
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But the listener sti 11 rems.ins tho cour-t of last appeal. The 1·e-
e.ction of the listener depends upon his culture. The common ground of 
musical experience for all groups is found in the actual sounds and 
rhythms and in the me.nner of their disposal into musical patterns. Cul-
ture-o.rt may be so highly organized and developed th~.-b the uneducated 
person can find no beauty therein, while folk-art in its simplicity may 
(J.ppeo.r meretricious to the cultured mind. Music was, however, .made for 
the ear and ill ul-timately evalue.-bed on the criterion of the hearer. 
When a morlern-musio composition has gained fnvo1•, it is generally 
co1nmerciA.li?.eCl e:b once e.nd ·through mass produc·tion comes into the muai .. 
cal market to 'be produced and enjoyed by s. le.r ge group, Musio dealers 
are continually besieged for songs or instrumental works ·t;hat have passed 
a successful hearing in concert or on the radio, An impresario who pro .. 
duces a work which "makes a hi·b 11 gains for himself and :for the author 
both distinction and wealth. 
The next step is to reoot·d the composition on phonograph record or 
ple.yer-pie.no roll for home use. There are many musicians of superior 
ability who give their entire time to making such recordings. Thousands 
of new songs and dance records are plac"'ld on the market through this me .. 
dium. The traffic in this type of music is inm1ense and provides the mo• 
dern music denler with a' large share of his business • 
Another phase of music which acts in much the same manner is the 
sale of band and orchestre. instruments. An interest in these orga.niza-
tiona is me.nifested by old e.nd young. One reads frequently of 11old fidd-
lers 11 competitions and of ohildrens' orchestras and bands. The sale of 
instruments to supply this demand is enormous. No longer is the piano 
considered the only musical instrument for the home. Quite frequently 
21 
there is a trio of piano, violin, and cello, or a jazz band. The growth 
of small jazz orchestras to play for dancing has had an enormous increase. 
Dancing also has created a demand for the phonograph and the player piano 
e.s well as for the great me.ss of music vrritten for their use. The muai• 
cal industry has had e. phenomenal growth within the past few years and 
continues to increase. 
The popularity of a lnrge pe.rt of the music performed on meohanicd 
devices depends upon its novelty. The music itself has no b~nuty or per~ 
mv.nan·b value 1:1.nd soon gives way to more of' the srune type. lt appeo.ls to 
e. lavt tj~e of enjoyment, ~specially to th~ motion of the body in rhythm •. 
This trivial and ephemeral quality tends to place all contemporary mudc 
on an i1npermanent basis and to rob it of artistic die;ni ty and integrity, 
The innovations broug;ht forth in music during pe.st epochs have been 
11>-r gely actuated by e. desire for fuller and freer expression, The 
Lutheran choral and the "Well-Tempered Clavier" of Bach broke through mu ... 
sical constrictions and set practice and method free, The work of Debussy 
and his followers was e. d~cided revolt from tho conventional par~rriting 
in tonality as practiced by the Romanticists. As a result of friction 
between two previous musical idea-systems, the more recent school of ul• 
tra-moderns go further and give us quarter-tones for greater richness of 
material and atonality and polytonality to lessen the strictness of key-
sense. 
There is e. lack of complete originality in any of these achievements. 
They are new only in so far as they are attempts at expression in e. man-
ner closely conforming to our present idea-system, and are patently devel-
I 
J 
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oped from the past. A Russian author. commen·ts, "Our age is characterized 
by the fe.ct that all the daring and experimentation of our modern com-
posers rest on old traditions wh:i.ch thus live again in a new guise. Back 
of the musical tendencies in combat today there are often century-old con-
1 
captions which continue to oppose ench other under new forms • 11 Although 
the forms may change greatly, the ger1ninal idea varies but little from 
one period to another. The stun to·tal of knowledge is the de·terminnnt in 
i;he production e. like of e.r t, science and indus·try. Ether wp.ves h~tvo e.l ... 
ways existed b~t only within the past decade have they become e. modium 
of common communication. It ia possible ·that as soienae invades tha field 
of art, e. new aesthetic m~1.y be promulgated upon the foundation of labore."' 
tory investigation and technical date., 
We may then conclude that the origins of the new in musio are to be 
found in the music of the past, The utility of the new lii?JS in 1 ts power 
. 
to combat ste.gna:bion e.nd fixa-tion, It is inconceivable the1t "e. glachl 
e.ge of the spirit" will ever check the progress of the years, The new, 
though not always accepted, induces change, sometimes in itself, some .. 
times in its surroundings, It is a keen stimule.nt of thought e.nd research. 
The invention and perfection of the radio acted immediately upon the phono-
gre.ph and brought about great improvements in that instrument. The old 
tends toward stRbility and inertia.;.-the new moves ever onward e.nd makes 
for progress. 
-VI-
In all countries there is e. s ~irring of greater interest in the pro-
duction of music in the new manner. As each national group is working 
1 Boris de Schloezer,"An Age of Plenty, 11Modern Music,V,21-26,(Mch.,l928). 
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'to erect for itself e.n enduring form of government from the post war 
chaos, so the musicians e.re e.lso att'3mpting to formulate a new doci;rine 
in tone. There is e. genere.l feeling thnt after the holocaust of war 
there must be e. new life e ctue.ted by new ideas and expressed in e. new 
me.nner • ModEn·n Russian music under the control of ·bhe Sovi,et has cut 
asunder from all European influence and follows the Marxian principle 
of proletarian manufacttu•e of' music in tho same manner that textiles 
ftnd maohinery e,r~ produced. A writer has thus defined the modet'n Rusa-
1 
inn attitude toward musio; 
We Me.rx:l.anfl make no mistttke if' we apply the Me.rxiat mebhod to musio e.a 
we would e. yarda·~iok to percale, The great advantage and merit of 
Marxianism make~ us competent to judge whatever happens in any branch 
of human knowledge. 
2 
From another source we quot·s the following; 
The bourgeois music is e. rich mo.n 'a lullaby to put him to sleep in his 
golden bed. But the prole·barian music is a working man's mental spice, 
a disharmoni cal and dynamic sparkle of sounds to make us strong in our 
world. Our new music is the product and echo of our industrial envi ... 
ronment, e. new thing entirely. It c~.nno·t; put ua to sleep, it must stir 
us up! Industrialism is our new world: therefore industria.l music is 
the aim of the prolet composers. 
The modern school of French CQ\nposers have carried on some of the 
Debussy tre.di tions in the use of orien·bel effects in melody and tone .. 
color. The works of "The Six" typify the trend of post-impressionism 
in France. These include e.ll types of music from fugue to opere.. Music 
for the cinema and for machine production has been developed through 
their labors. &'mall instrumental groups are used and the music is often 
se.tirice.l and representative in character. Unusual instruments are fre-
quently introduced for i\lJftth0.r ree.Hsm in sound. Honnegger 1 s "Pacific 
231~1 which is discussed later, is e.n example of this e.ttempt at duplice.-
1 "Marxian Music," .Livin& A.g_e, CCCXXX., 256, (July, 1926). 
2 I. Ne.rodny, "Leningrad, 11 ~~ XXVIII, 646-652, (Aug., 1928). 
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tion of tone quality. 
The ~rmans, particularly Hinde:rnith e.nd Sch8nberg;, have given fresh 
impetus to chamber music. The latter composer's 11 Pierrot Lunaire 11 super-
seded the former harmonic system e.nd opened e. new epoch for this type of 
art. Krenek's 11 Jonny Spielt Auf!, 11 en opera which uses a negro jazz sing;-
er as its hero, is a radicnl departure from formal European ·theories of 
musical dre.m.f.'. It has appeored in Vienna e.nd New York with great success. 
Negro music, inc,lud;l.ng both blues e.nd spirituals, h used and je.u be ... 
oomes a 11 left motiv 11 for Ame:d.oEt. A journalist with e. gift ;for clever 
1 
lines writes of this work; 
Opera, having; been pronounced dead, has suddenly leaped out of its coffin 
to mock its futile detractors, ••• ,Yfi th onE! terrific spring; 11 Jonny11 he.s 
retrieved the opera from neglect and turned the horn of Oberon into a 
slide trombone! 
During; the past half .. century, English music has begun to revive under 
the influence of the work of Edvw.rd Elg;e.r, Not since the time of Puraell, 
has Bri ta.in produced a distinctive school of composers. The work of the 
modern group is not as ultre•modern as the German, for instance, but it 
is no longer merely pret·ty with an insular smugness. Edwin Evans writes 
of his fellow 'writers, 11 0ur musical idiom is of tode.y, not o.f tomorrow. 
2 
Vfe are content that it is not of yesterday". This is. not universally true 
of English composers. hrnold Bex, the most prolific of this group, uses 
atonality, polytonality, and linear counterpoint in the current European 
mebhod governed by 11 the aesthetic which has Jean Cocteau for its spokes-
3 
man and Sa tie for its ances·tor 11 • If the renaissance in British music 
1 11 Two Hundred Years of Opera, 11 Liv:lng Age, CCCXXXIV,438-445, (May, 1928). 
2 E. Evans, 11 The New Spirit in English Music, 11 Modern Music, I, 20-24, 
(Feb., 1924). 
3 E. Evans, 11He.lf-Time in England, 11 Modern Music, III, 10-16, (May, 1926). 
j 
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continues to develop, it will doubtless be the foundation for a new lead-
ership in musice.l e.rt. 
The composition of Czech mush:htns heve been a potent source of ma-
terb.l thruout the history of musio. We connot estimate how grent their 
influence has been in the works of composers of' all na"bionnl.ities!. The 
Czechs ere en intense, free-spir;iJ.ed people Hnd during the modern age 
have oome to the .fore with e.n e.rt based on folk music somewhat sim:l.lfr to 
the Rusaien movement durin£ the pe.st century. Later oonaid('lre.tion will 
be given to the ·work of Hdbe., the lee.der of this group, who has intro• 
duced the adoption of the CJ.Utlrtsr~;onn 1 s oe le, Zol ten Kodf1ly, enother of 
the seme school, has interested himsel!' in the rich .fund of folksong e.nd 
de.nce. 
Former discussions of .AlnericHn musim: 1 theorie"s and me.terie..ls nevel' 
e.ccredi ted the new country with new idees, In fEl ct., our mudo generally 
brought up the renr with e. feeble imi t~tion or repetition of Europeon ma• 
terials. .American music is in its eo.rly infrmcy, "It may be put down, 11 
stetes Vincent Smith in "India, ""as e.n e.xiom, that nowhere does a high 
form of culture erise without the commingling of diverse ethnic elements." 
Junerica. has, interact•ing upon one enother, many such ethnic groups. The 
present vogue .for things AfriNm bee.rs witness to this fact. In the metter 
of rhyth..mic development and orchestration for tone-cololi we have taken the 
lea.d and e.re conceded by Europeeps to have produced e. neyr e.nd original 
type ofmusic. Unfortunntely, it has e.n unlovelyneme-je.zz. 
Edwe.rd Macdowell was the first .Alneric(m composer to receive Europee.n 
recognition. His attempt to este.blish e.n .Alnerio~m idiom was founded on 
Indian themes end resulted in some excellent music. Cadman and Lieure.nce 
have follm"(ed his leod, ler gely with vocDl music, but nothing significant 
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has come from the idee. Indi~1n musie is based upon the stetely pagan 
worship of the forces of nature and is emo+.;ionally unsuited to our use. 
Ethnoloe;ical research cflrried on uy the DepartJnent of the Interior has 
collected a fund of Indian themes, all of which are so unallied to the 
e:r.:isting Europeo.n tonf.l.l system that they are ill adapted to harmonization 
in it. The Indiem had no nature.l harmonic conception of his muaic, mel-
ody e.nd rhythm, or metE•l' 1 being its sole• components. 
From the nl\ln;ro, broue:ht to our ahot·~a as e. slave, ho.~ e.rhen a. mu• 
aio baaed on our mvn raligi.otUJ belief's, rich in harmony and rhytlmt, lil.nd 
hi.ghly emo~;ionnl. The eo!mowledged rm.1.si,oe.l source of je.u u~1a in negro 
music, and the geographioe 1 source in New Orlea.ns. 
The liter!:d,ure on the subject of jaz?., both ori'l;ioal e.nd h:l.storioal, 
is voluminous. One feels that the movement surely must have impor-te.nce 
since it is attracting such wide consideration from lea.ding thinkero end 
1 
writers. One of these comments; 
Only the Americr..n Negro, excluded from our educetional and economic scheme 
during those years of expansion, dHred to make music e.n integral part of 
his daily life. Una.sharnedl;y • he expressed his sorrows in the spiri t-ua.ls 
and blues, and his joys in synooope.tion. And equelly unashamedly, because 
of ~uropeen approwl, we have taken it from him. · 
Clevelend G. Allen, himself a negro, in discussing the music of his people, 
writes, "Every race, we £lre told, has pe.ssed through sle.very but for the 
negro people was reserved the unique distinction of giving the world a 
body of song during the de.ys of its bitter oppression. 11 ¥r. Allen stetes 
that jazz is not the music of the Christian negro and has less influence 
on negro life than the spiri tue.ls. 11 Jo.zz is more or less incidental e.nd 
1 H. Strauss, "Honest Antagonism," Modern Music, IV, 3-9, (Jan., 1927). 
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l. 
• -1- • d t tl I 1 th • 'tu l II ~s no" an ~n ex o 1e ner.;ro s sou e.s are e sp~r~ a. s. 
Pe.ul Whiteman, the 11 king of jazz" acknowledges his inability to d.e-
2 
fine it. He believes thnt jazz is the "folk music of a machine age" end 
states further, "Je.~z is noJ0 as yet the thing se.id, it is the me.nner of 
3 
seying it. 11 In two successive issues of the Forum for 1928, there appear-
ed an engaging and most amu.sir.g discussion o:f' jazz. GeorgEI imtheil wrote 
·bha first article, 11 Jv.zz ia Music" f'rCim whioh vw te.ke these sentences, 
"Juzz is not e. method oi' rhythmically distorting e,ny music, bu·b a music 
oepeble of devel9pment into a sori,•us nrt •••• Jazz belongs to America. 
4 
Jazr. 
is her way ou·b to the i\tttu•e." Signund Spaeth, in El. spiri·bed bit of wri,t ... 
5 
ing in the :t,'ollovting issue, made this rof'ute.tion: 
Jazz is not a form of music. It is a treutmen·t applied to music and inoi .. 
dentally, to all other arts and to modern life in general. Jazz, then, 
has never in itself been music and perhaps never will be, but simply a 
method of trefl.ting the me.terials of music or any other art.,, .Music is the 
organizai.;ion of sound towerd beauty,., ,Jazz then, is not yet music. 
Mr, Ne;IJlne.n, the eminent English critic, fulminates with rage at the con .. 
templation of this musical upstert, jazz. He believes that: "Jazz i·b-
self is the last word in brainlessness and boredom"; that, "Jazz is not 
an art but an industry". He tells us that jazz composers are musical il· 
literates: "the brains of the whole lot put together would not fill the 
lining of Johann Strauss' hat~" To which biting statement Paul Whiteman 
made reply that Mr. Newman should doff his "'high hat' long enough to rec-
6 
ognize the possibilities in a brown derby." 11 Jazz, in brief," writes 
1 c. G. Allen, "The Negro's Contribution," Current Hist., XXVI, 245-250, 
(May, 1927). 
2 P.Whiteman, 11 Folk Music of a Me.chine Age," Lit.Di&.,XCII,27,(Mar.,l927). 
3 A.Cople.nd, "Jazz Structure," 1iocl.ern Music, LV, 9-15, (Je.n., 1927). 
4 George Antheil, 11 Jazz is Music, 11 Forrun, liD, 64-69, (July, 1928). 
5 S. Spaeth, 11 Jazz is no1; lviusic," Fonun, LXXX, 267-272,(Aug., 1928). 
6 "Accursed Jazz, An English View, 11 Literary Digest, XCI, 28-30, 
(Oct., 2, 1926). 
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Virgil Thompson, 11 is 8 compound of: (a) the foxtrot rhythm (a four-mea-
sure alla breve with double accent); e.nd (b) a snycopated melody over this 
1 
II 
rhythm. We quote again from Aaron Coplend, who uses the jazz idiom in 
serious o;mposition, "Modern jazz began with the foxtrot." He expleins 
that the "molecule of jazz" consif:tG in placing over a be.as in 4/4 rhythm 
a melody in ano'l.•her rhythm or accent. "Ita polyrhythm is th~ real contri-
2 
bution of ,jazz" is Mr. C<;~plflnd's opinion. Je.u, then, me.y be considered 
s. new and vitel rhythmic force which will greatly influence later American 
music. Though used for e. time by European composers, 1 ts vogue hns sub-
sided e.brond as e. means of compoai tion. Jazz, hov:ever, as dance music and 
done in the J\medcan me.nner has permef:l:bed the fastnesses of Russie., Chtne 1 
end Africa. 
The origin of jazz music is found in the songs and dances of the ne-
gros of the southern United States. We quote from Osgood 1 s volume on Jazz: 
3 
Two rival theories have found staunch defenders, The one holds that words, 
rhythm, and music are purely a negro product; the other that the music o.t 
least, is borrowed from white sources, though often altered or adapted. As 
to the rhythms, no'G only of the negro songs, but of modern ragtime and jazz, 
there is no doubt that they can be tr&.ced to the drums of black Africa. 
4 
H. L. Menoken gives the following interpretation: (quoted by Osgood) 
The whites in the South made no efforts to educate their slaves in the arts, 
but were interested in saving their souls; and that salvation •••• was chiefly 
attempted out of doors. 'rhere arose the campmeeting •••• end the cempmeeting 
was a place for sturdy and even vociferous song. The negros memorized what 
they heard and then adapted it to their native rhythms. Thus the spirit-
uels were born. 
A negro historian, in writing of the music of his race, catches the spirit 
5 
of the ble.ck man in this statement: (quoted by Osgood) 
1 H. o. Osgood, So This is Jazz, 20. 
2 A. Cople.nd, op • cit., 9-15. 
3 H. o. Osgood, op. cit., 49. 
4 H. o. Osgood, ibid., 51. 
5 H. o. Osgood, ibid.' 65. 
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It was because at the precise and psychic moment there was blown through 
or fused into the vestiges of his African music the spirit of Christi&n-
i ty as he knew Christianity. The result was a body of songs voicine; all 
the ce,rdinal virtues of Christianity •••• through a necessarily modified 
form of primitive AfricDn music. The negro took complete refuge in 
Christie.ni ty, and the spiri tuBls were literally forged of sorrow in the 
heat of religious fervor. 
Concerning the blues, we cite two sources: one, Langston Hughes, a negro 
poet, 11 'l'he blues have alwe.ys impre~;~sed me as being very sad, sadder even 
·bha.n the tJpiritua.ls, beoe.use their ea.dness is not softeneQ. with teo.rs, but 
hax·dened with lnughter, the a.bsu1•d, inoongruoua le.ug;hter of a andnesa with-
l 
ou·t even n god to a.ppettl to."; and the other, another negrg writer who e.s .. 
signs the ot·igin o£ modern jau to the bluell, 11 '.i'hey represent in tho Bl'lou .. 
z 
la.r life of the negro wha.t the spiri tullls represent in his religious lire , 11 
The blues and spiri tua.ls were both vocal and singing with band-clnpping 
or the sta.mping of feet e.ccompa.nied the "ring-shout" and other Afrit1an 
dances. Wqrk on the plantations end a.t the river ports was oerried on to 
the rhythm of song, Although the spiritual is le,rgely a form of tho pa.st, 
the blues live on in the rhythmic vigor of instrwnental music. 
Modern Americans are a dancing people and rhythmic music fills a need 
in their social life. In fact, Gilbert Seldes glves it as his opinion that 
the essential contribution of American music in the future may be e. type of 
3 
ballet, a form which has already found favor with our composers. Tho ja.zz 
orchestra is essentia.lly American and the selection of instrtunents a.nd the 
orchestration for their use have evolved tonal effects ~known to other 
contemporary composers. Ravel, Strawinski, and Casella, three outstanding 
musicians of different nationalities, willingly concede the honors to jazz 
1 H. 0. Osgood, ibid., 65. 
2 H. 0. Osgood, ibid., 74. 
3 G. Seldes, 11 Je.zz Opera or Be.llet," Modern Music, III, 10-13, 
(Jan., 1926). 
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as e. producer of new instrumental effects. Osgood, in the work already 
1 
cited, gives this sketch-of the jazz orchestra; 
Jazz orchestrntion rightly claims for itself a distinct place in the gen-
eral science of music. Unknown only seven or eight years ago, it has de• 
veloped more quickly than the e.irplnne. Whether or not jazz itself remoina, 
the lessons learned from it will not be forgotten by orchestrators of more 
serious music. The tendency in modern symphonic orchestration is all to-
ward the development of the woodwind, brass, and percussion e.t the expense 
of the strings, 
The avera.ge jazz orchestrn of today contains tvvo or three saxophones, 
two tr1.unpets, Ul.'Oifl.bone, tulm, one or two violins, banjo, dnuns, 9-nd piano. 
There nre generally less perforln~Jrs than there are instruments, each play-
e)r using SQverul dif;f.'arenb inatrumenb~, Boouttr:la of ·the unuaue.l effeoiHI 
produced, the jtur,z play0:r hn.s gren bfn' demands m~de upon his technique ·bhtm 
does the sy:m.phony man. Jazz technique has extended the ranges of wind in .. 
stru.rnents and has incrensed the speed of. their performance, The glitHIRndo 
of the slide-l:;rolnbone has bef:Jn duplioe.ted on the clarinet, and many imi te. .. 
tive effects have been evolv\'3do The snxophone and be.njo are determining 
features of the jazz ensemblt'l. Of the banjo, Deems Taylor writes; "It 
sets the time so firmly thn. t; the more spectac,llt=tr instruments are free to 
perform all sorts of contrapunte.l st"Unts above it without weakening the 
2 
funde.mental rhythm of the piece." 'l'he violin takes a ple.ce secondary to 
the wind instruments. Although muted trumpets were used in Monteverde's 
orchestra in 1607, Debuss~r, in 11 Fetes, 11 began ·l:;o popularize their use. 
While the symphony player has one standHrd mute, the jaz4 performer has 
many, ranging from a tin cb.n to a derby hnt, each for a. specific tono qual-
i ty or imi te.ti ve sound. The se.xopb.one is a hybrid, a. brass instrumen·l:; 
played with a reed, evolved in 1840 by one, Antoine Saxe, of Belghun in an 
1 H. 0. Osgood, op. oit. 1 122. 
2 H. 0. Osgood, op. cit., 100. 
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attempt to construct a metn.l clarinet with a new acousijic system. This 
instrument was soon adopted for use in l!""'rench militFJ.ry be.nds, which ha.v~ 
had a fondness for reed instruments since the oboe bands of Lully' s time. 
The Saint Francis Hotel in Sen Francisco may be called "the cradle 
of jazz" because it was there that the b[<.n,jo and saxophone were first used 
tot~ether. This wa~ in 1914 in nn orchestru direc·bad by Art Hickman, a 
drununer who fira-b oe.lled attention to a drummer as e. virtuoso performer. 
Xhe first "set Qr'ohes tra bion 11 for je.z:-. bB.nd waa dono by thnt expert, F'erdia 
Grofa, for Paul Whiteman 1 13 orchHr>tr~J. at the Hotel Alexa.ndrin, Loa Ane;oles, 
in 1920, S~noa then, Mr. Grofo haa dono all tha iVhi·b~utnn arrangements and 
prB.ctioally all other famous orchestrB.l jazz works, including thA Gershwin 
"Rhapsody in Blue". Previonsly each player had learned melody e.nd harmony 
and improvised his ovm part without written score. 
'rhe most celebrated performance of jaz ~ as legitimate concert medium 
was gi van by the Whi temvn orchestra in Aeolian Hall in New York in Febru .. 
ury of 1924. The progra.'7l included efcrly forms of incipient jazz; comedy 
presentations of music; compositions in both the original and the jazz 
forms; "semi-symphonic arrangements of popular melodies"; e. "Suite of Ser .. 
enades 11 by Vicl;,or Herbert; and the Gershwin "Rhapsody in Blue" with the 
composer e:~ the piano. No incident has done more to place jazz in the 
field of serious music. Similar concerts were given la-ter by the smne 
group and Mr. Gershwin ·was cormnissioned by 7/e.lter Damrosah to prepare a 
score for the New York Symphony Orchestra. Vfuen comple·ted, this compos-
i tion was not jazz and failed of the success won by the 11Rhapsody11 • This 
may have been due to the fact that Gershwin did his ovm orchestre.tion while 
Grofe had done the previous composition. 
Although many me.y agree with Don Zelnya of Nicaragua, that, 11A.tnericen 
;w;§, ........ . 
• '! 
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1 
jazz will turn Americe. 1 s fut-ure generations into 1 jumping jackals 1 , 11 
John Alden Co.rpenh~r is of a different mind. 111 ·am convinced, 11 says he, 
11 that our contemporary popular music •••• is by far the moat spontaneous, 
the most personn.l, and by virtue of these qualities, the most importe.nt 
2 
II 
musical expression that .A.mel'ica has achieved. After George Gershwin he.d 
played his Piano Conoo:r.·bo in F with the New York Symphony at Carnegie Hall 
in Dao((lmber o£ 1926, undQr 'tho bh·bon of Walt!3r Df.l.mroeoh, that worthy ill 
3 
quoted as having said, 
Ve.rioua composel'S have beon walldng e.round .iazz like a oe.t around e. pb.te 
of ho·b soup, W@.itine; for it to oool off, so they cottld enjoy it without 
bu1•ning; their ·bongues, hitherto s.ooustomed only to the more tepid liquid 
distilled by cooks of the clas13ical school, 
Wi·th the growing complexity of h~~rmony und rhythlll 1 melody as it was 
formerly knm·rn, has been decreasing, This i$ noted in the works of' the 
French and German composers and in that of' some of the English group, The 
compositions of Honegger, Milhaud, Sch8nberg, Hindemibh, and Bax show a 
reappearance of polyphony, which considers melody in its contrapuntal 
guise rather than e.s e. lee.ding factor in he.rmoni c mono phony, This l~.ck of 
interest in melody has resulted in a great lessening of vocal production, 
in the two fields of' opera and e.rt-song. Another reason for the decline 
of voco.l music is the interest in atonal and polytonal composition, which 
is best performed by instrwnents because of its dissonant and unvocal 
intervallic organization. Henry Cowell, disciple of ul'bra-modern music, 
defines these terms, 11polytonal refers to the simul taneoua use of more 
than one tonality; atonal means without tone.lity 11 and is best achieved 
4 
with e. scale having equal steps. 'l'he writing of music without tonality, 
1 H. o. Osgood, op. cit., 243. 
2 H. 0. Osgood, ibid., 249. 
3 H. 0 • Osgood, ibid., 204. 
4 H. Cowell, 11New Terms for New .Music, 11 Modern Music, V, 21-28, (May,l928). 
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some using the whole-tone sce.le ~1fter Debuss~r, others like Sch!:.lnheq';, 
giving each scale tone ecjuf.>l importonee, is o move towerd e new metLod 
of expression. 
The ir.tol'est in tho formr:d:;inn of new scales is perennial. Mr. 
Busoni, in tho work o lrencly cited, ci ves numerous possibilities for scvle 
construction within our rtc lf'~tonfJ nystE>Jit. He suggesi;s tho d:i..visi.on of' 
each whole s'l;ep into throe in such o woy thnt by proper overlr.pp:i.ng 
1 
sixth of tone would result, Aloia H~br< of Prae;ue hos worked out e. quar-
tertone.l system end is compo,iin[-!; in ·l;lw.t medium, using n new notation 
and pie.no for performr:nce. l~rn(~st Bloch hns done simih'r work. 
'!'he qunrtertonnl system is bnsed on the tempered scale but ho.s 
twice r:s rnnny tones, beinp; o. hnlvi.ne~ oi' the twelve~tone system, Any 
die.tonio oomposi tion mey be written and plRyed from the quartertone.l 
score unimpaired, The c,dd i ti on of the in terve 1 of the qmu·ter ... tone e.dda 
ricbness. Acousticnl1y the interv£• 1 of the que.rter-tone is found to 
exist in the eleventh, thirteenth, and fourteenth overtones. '£e.king "c" 
~-' s e. generating tone, the eleventh overtone will be "F'!t-l; the thir-
teenth is "A flflt 11-t·~·; the fourteenth, "A"+~-. By using the quarter-tone 
as a unit, either of equel or uneqm~l steps e.nd intervals; the chromv-
tic scale is especie.lly rich and complex, There are twelve completely 
new tones in the system for melodic use and the same number of intervels 
eque.lly new for us in lwnnonization. 'l'he note.tion of 'the system in-
eludes the sharp end flet; the half-sharp fmd half-flet; and the sherp-
end-a-half, and the flat-o.nd-a-he.lf. Those used by 'Nischnegrnd.ski o.nd 
2 
his associetes ere as follows: 
l F'errucio Busoni, op. cit., 31. 
2 I. Wischnegradski, op. cit., 19-32. 
Sharp ;tf e.scending i tone 
Half'-sharp :J:::. ascending -f3 tone 
She.rp-and-a-hnlf ~ ascendinc; 3/4 tone 
Half-flat fZ descending { tone .::.1 
Flt1t ~ descfJnding -~ tone 
F'lnt-end-e.-hn.U.' ~p descending 3/4 tone(\_, 
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The dis pari t;>r bet-ween the qtw.rter-and and the hnlf•tone systems of 
our ere seems less tbnn that which existed between the model system of' 
the li·burgical chant of tho mediaev~.l period and the die.tonic construe-
tion of ·the equnlly temperod see l1.'J of the Seventeenth Cerd;ur:y. If 
Debussy could, figuratively sper:ldnrr,, remove two hnlf'-tones from tho 
existing dis.tonic scelo tond repbce thom as a whole-tone in a new soole, 
why may Haba not divide ee ch hnlf .. tone into two smaller pitoh unites 
with equel success'? Like Bach, ivlr, H~be. hns perfected a piano for tbo 
presentation of his works end has also written for the string quvrter 
and small orchestra. 
V·lorking along this sE,me Hl•E, Lut. d:•'F.:rrin£:; the distinction even finer, 
is Julinn Carillo, a Llo:x:icr'n corn.pos':H', vrhos0 orclws tra appen.red in rec:L-
tals given in New York snv<1J.'')l yer\rs ago. The bn.sis of the Ce.rillo syst0:11 
is the sixteenth-tone with ninety-seven tones to an octave. lvlr. Carillo 
clnir:ts that the fingering of instr:mtents becomes uniforra end the.t the new 
scales e.nd chords are ric{, and vr-<ried. The sonsation of major and minor 
is dissipated with the abe:ndonin1_; of the half-tone. All the instrurnents 
in the J,;exioan senor's orchestr:.; plny e:i.zhth-nnd sixteenth-tones. 
The Orient has alv.Je,ys used these finer grade.tions of tone on its in-
struments, but c0nsirl.ers them f'rmrl B. melodic viewpoint rB.ther thnn co~nbin-
ing them into tonal groups. The influence ws.s the origin of the use of 
the whole-tone scs.J.e, first by the Eussinn.s, e.nd later by the French. Theil· 
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in·troduction into our European harmonic system wi 11 require the expenditure 
of time and thought before they can be eventually assimilated. In music, 
the East and the Wes·b may meet, Kipling to the con·brary! 
Other ultra-moderns, hov1ever, find the twelve-tone soale adequate and 
like Henry Cowell., George Antheil, and Charles Ives use 11 cluster-chords 11 
and 11 group-sounda 11 • Cowell end Ives use the 11 clus·ber-chord 11 as a harmonic 
medium to accompnny their melody. This chord consists of a group of sec .. 
onds to include t,t stretch of whi to or black keys played sitmJ.ltaneottsly at 
the piano-:t.'o1•te wl-bh the hnnd or forearm aa dirao·bed by Mr. Cowell or by 
depressing a wooden strip plA.oed upon the keys, in the manner of Mr, Ivaa • 
Fine e:t.':t.'ects are achieved by rolling the chord or by an immense chordal 
trill using bobh arms, one on tho black, the other on the white keys • The 
ordinary no·tation is generally used, writing the upper and lower no·tes 
connected by a line. A shn.rp or i'lat indicates the use of black keys, and 
a cancel, white keys. Polytonality is aohieved by using a white-key mel-
ody with a black-key harmonization, a sta·bement of parlous musicf\1 phrase .. 
ology, but aptly descriptive of reality. 
We are told by a modern writer that the German composer, Sch8nberg, 
uses the t7relve-tone scale bu·b gives no importance to any one tone as key-
1 
note. This is atonality. He is convinced that: 
The new structural element should be sought in the sequences of' the twelve 
tones. These sequences should contain all the tones o1· only e. po.rt, and to 
them all the rest mus·b be related e.s e. complenwntary moti:ve. The e.rrange-
ment of intervals reme.ins fixed throughout the piece, but can be changed in 
the form of' an inv~.~rsion. The rhythm is perfectly free, its expression per-
mitting endless va.riations in each voice. The harmony changes in each oom-
posi tion e. a the succession of the twelve tones is al tared ••••• Perhaps the 
last ten years which have led us away from tonality mark only the beginning 
of' a process which will culminate in a new sys·tem. Efforts are already 
multiplying to expand the present one, as for example, by the introduction 
of' thirds of tones and quarter-tones. To me, however, all these experiments 
1 Paul Pisk, 11 The Tonal Era Draws to a Close," Modern Music,III,3-8 
(Mar., 1926) • 
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seem merely so may '3fforts to support the old tonality. Tonal systems may 
reveal altogether different vibration between notes which may bear the same 
relation to those we now knmv that the enharmonic system of ancient Greece 
does to our twelve-tone scale. No one with e. sense of historical develop-
ment can fail to see that the epoch of the natural seven-step scale in mu-
sio, the tonal epoch, is undoubtedly approaching its end. 
The barline, which cnme into use during the mediaeval period, was a.• 
dopted to suit the increasing use of rhythm in instrumental mudc. '£his 
was especially fos·bered by group peri'ot•mance to enhance the beauty of the 
ensemble, It superseded the f'01:'to.er freedom o£ e.ocent based on the syllable 
lengths of words and upon the inflections of the voice in speech nnd song. 
We q~ote WeissmF.ln, 11 The bo.rline was bhe device of disciplin!i).,. ,We demand 
effects of mass • Mass formntion~S are t}'lo product of drill.. 'rhe a.po·bheo~ 
1 
sis of drill. is rhytlun." In order to affirm greater freedom in modern 
music, some of its composers are omitting the be.rline and ~le key signa~ 
ture. 
During both the Classic e.nd Rome.ntio eras, the vocal insistence of 
melody held over and dominated rhythmic figuration • At their most rhythmic 
momenta, Bach and Bee·bhov{3n are essentially melodic. But with the intro .. 
duction of the Wagnerian "spoken-song" and the intense interest of the 
French Impressionists in tone color, pure song began to we.ne. The modern 
attempts at complexity in polyrhythms have resulted in music wellnigh be .. 
yond vocal possibility in its meche.nice.l and accentual properties. Some 
of the ultra-moderns, Berners, Sch8nberg, and others, use e. single tone 
repeated in many rhythmic patterns vii thout accompaniment· to distract the 
attention of the listener. Some write different parts for string quartet 
and orchestra, not only in diverse and unrelated harmonies and tonalities 
but also in differing rhythms. Polyrhythm takes its place with polytone.l-
1 George Dyson, The New Music, 31-32. 
~·-·· 
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ity in the new music. Exotic rhythms and syncopations have been adopted 
to vary the monotony of too reguler repetition. The rapid meche.nization 
of music will make possible rhythmic and tone.l combinations impossible to 
the human mechanism. 
Concerning the use cf titleo, there has developed an unusual literary 
skill in the nomenclature of composi tiona. It furnishes informntion to 
the student who has no other appnlnch to ·the works thl)mselves. With 
Debussy, we ;find 11 Gtwdens in the Rain, 11 "Gold ~'ish," "Reflections in the 
We.ter" .. -throtJ,gh the words alone givtng impressions rather than o.ctueli tif.ls, 
Honegger •s 11 .Po,cif'io 231 11• is expressive of a train in motion. l'ho fH:trne ef .. 
feet is noted in Milhaud 's 11 Le Train Bleu 11 (The Blue Train). Sa tie, who 
is credited us being the g;reo:l;est personal influence in modern muslc, 
named some of his composi·tions 11 Cold Pieces 11 e.nd 11Pear Sheped Pieces". 
This music is as baffling e.s the nB.mes applied to it, The result in. this 
case has been that Se.tie is suspected of being a satirist and remains an 
influence rather than a successful composer. American writers are not un-
e.ware of the significance of' n good bit}e, witness 11Adven't.t.lres in a Per .. 
e.mbule..tor," "Sky Scn,perr;, 11 and 11 Krazy icat 11 of ,Tohm Alden Carpenter; 
11 The Vlhi te Pee.cock11 of' Cherlea ·r. Griffe a i 11 Hhe.psody in Blue" of Geor go 
Gershwin; and "Fleeting," 11 'l'he Harp of Life, 11 end 11 Fabric 11 of Henry 
Cowell. These compositions fl.re distinci:;ly progrnrnmatic, some setid.co.l, 
some humoroufi, others highly impresrdor:istic. 
This points the we.y to e modern tendency· shared e.like by composers 
of all nationnl groups, namely the attention to things. In this refer-
1 
once, we quote age.in from .Emerson V~hithorne; 
I believe our music of the twentieth century has dealt too much with 
1 E. Whithorne, 11Vihere do We go from Here?, "_M..;;.o_d_e.-r.;;..n....;..Ivi.::u.:..s..:;.i,;;;.c,LV,9-l5, (Nov., 126). 
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mutable things ns opposed to eterm\l things. V'ie have put too much foi th 
in intelligence alone, misttiking cerebral co;;rrnotion for inspiration. The 
intellect has its importrmt f-unction, but for creation is required, plus 
intellect, will o:: choice, direct perception, or intuition, and spirit--
thet which resides in the most so Cl't3d precincts of the unconscious. It 
is for us to keep contact with life, dr·e.wing from it all that is useful 
to us, and yet in soli tude to plumb deep into that vi tal essence we cnll 
our soul. 1'hus shall gl'eat music be mnde by the music-mnkers. 
1 
HillitJm Henderson, in a similnr mood, writes; 
';'!'hat l;he ort o.f music needs todey far more than it needs anythinR; else is 
to return to the creation of beFutiful music without any other purpose ••• 
!'/hat seems ·!:;a me to be tho dii'f'iculty in the path of musico.l nrt nt this 
time is the ensl<'vcment oi' the vrt to titles, !!:very piece of music has 
to be re!'er'retl to something outnido o:(' music nnd hesitates to introduce 
itself to the world v.s music nnrl. nothing else • 
One dete1·mining fncto1· in the reduction of the size of' orchestras on 
the Continent during the past decade has been the economic p1•essurt3 f'ol-
lowin?; the war, There hrs not been sufficient petron~·.ge by the public to 
we.1•rnnt the maintainence of J.<:rg;e symphonic orgnnizations, Arthur Farwell 
believes thet musical nrs hos 1·e~ched another 11 zero hour" in its history 
which will result in the disappeanmce of both opera and the symphony con ... 
cert. This euthor believes that the forms nnd the 11 raison d 'etro 11 of 
boti1 symphony end opera e.re decadent f>nd no longer have a vital meo.ning 
2 
to modern life. ilnother influence townrd the incrensing use of the small 
ensemble and the 11 li Ule symphony 11 is the avrakened interest in tone color 
~ nd the qualiti tes of incli.vidu' 1 instruments. This has resulted in scor ... 
ing for chamber music r;roups in which the personelity of each instrwnent 
may be hecrd and enjoyed. J~s.ch plnyer b'cccmes then a soloist on his in-
strument. :fuiodern lineo.r counterpoint, poly-tone.li ty end poly-rhytlun are 
eminently sui ted to this type of expert performe.nce. 11 Pierrot Lunaire 11 
of Sch8nberg precipi toted this movement nnd geve it great stimulus. 
1 \i.Henderson,"Modern Ho:ncge to Doctrine,"I,iodern llf.us:Lc,II,8-12,(Jan. 1 25). 
2 A .Fnrwell, 11 The :!.ero Hour, 11 Musical '~uarterliJ'> XIII, 85-99, (Jan., 1927). 
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Nowhere else, unless it be in Soviet Russie., has the machine e. more 
important part in the economic system than in the United Stetes. Under 
adverse criticism and ridicule the phonoGraph and pleyer piano were de-
veloped end later the radio was e.dded, 'rheso heve not supphmted nor 
discouraged the human produoMon of muuic. On the contra.ry, the audience 
is greatly increr:t;;ed. There 1;3.re many performers who pleiy and sing en .. 
tix·ely for phonoe;re.ph end mechanior•l pie.no recordings, The ll')e.ding e.r-
tiwlis e.ra also under oon·Lrnot for the same type of performe.noe. The radio 
broadcast for any de.y includes thousenda of performers, including both 
the great and the nev.r-greo.t., Maohint'JS have spreod over the entire earth, 
In :f.e.ot, instrumental music is, in e. sense, machine musio in that it 
ple.ces an instnuttent between the plnyer a.nd his het'lrers. Concerning the 
1 
growth of maohine-me.de musi<.,, a French composer tmd critic writes, 
The machine is gradua.lly conquel'ing the o~1rtb and more and more determinea 
ell the phases of our activity, Should that day ever davm which sees the 
completely mechanical orchestra, bringing whatever marvels can be real~ 
ized by e perfect machine, necessi tf.lting en altogether new technique, will 
it close with disester to the e.rt of music? 
In 1926, George Antheil produced his 11 Be.llet Mecanique" in Pads, A year 
le.ter, en entire concert of meohenical music was given in Germe.ny. At 
about this s!l.me time, an entil·e issue of the leading German music mag .. 
azine, 11Musikblf·tter des Anbruch 11 we.s devoted to the problems of mechan-
ically produced music. A Gernwn critic does not. blink the fact e.s did 
2 
Mr. Roussell. He states confidently; 
My conclusion is, in fifty years vre shall me.ke music mechtmically. In e. 
few yeers, we shall have music v.rhioh only a few virtuosos will be able 
to play. Even today there e-re passe:ges in contemporary scores which can-
not be executed by the aver&.ge good player. The machine has no limi t~t­
tions. Its strength a.nd speed are practically limitless, i i;s performance 
1 A.Roussel, 11 The Future Orchestra, 11ModBrn Music, III, 30, (No,r., 1925). 
2 H.H.Stuckenschmidt, "Machines, 11 Modern Music, LV ,8-15, (Jan., 1927) • 
.. 
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of unfeiline; prec~non e.nd uniform objectivity. Not only can it replece 
the hutne.n beir.g, but it outdoes him, for it does not mutilete, it is im-
personal. 
We have spoken of the intense interest shown by the modern Russians 
in machinery and its uses in production. With them, it has become a 
source of aesthetic pleasure, the 11 Constructivists 11 having introduced me.-
chines into e.r'b:l.stic desig,Tl 1:\nd ste.ge decon,tion. The only entirely ne·w 
musionl instrument (or me.obine) which hns been noted in the recent pt1st 
was displeyed ip .A,ug,us1~ of 1927 a.t an exposition held in Fn~nkf'01·t. Pro-
fasoor Leo 'L'hermnin of the Physioi;echn:Lcal Institute of Lenirq~re.d aston-
ishad his hev.rers with n devioa of his invention. This consisted of a 
mahogeny box 3-~ feet lone~. 2 feet wlde, and 3 .feet high. Projecting up .. 
ward from this box are two mei;el pnrallel rods 15-~ inches in length, ope 
supporting a ring 8 inches in die.meter. rrheso are connected by wires to 
·dry cell batteries end loud speaker. The contents o.f the boJt are not dee-
cribed, but we are told that tho astonishing effects e.re gained through 
electro-statio reaction of' the human body upon a radio. The inventor 
stands near the 11 Theremin Vox, 11 as the device is called, and gestures with 
his hands. The lenst movement of th0 right hand causes tone to issue 
.from the loud speaker. Correct gestures will result in the playing; o.f any 
melody. Grndations of volume from a sigh to a thunderous crash are con-
trolled by the movements of the left hand either toward the instrument or 
sway from it. The pitch of the tones thus produced is more conste.nt than 
that of either pie.no or organ. The inmtrurn.ent can be aocompe.nied orches-
1 
trally with fine ef.fect. Professor '£heremin says o.f his invention; 
My -s.ppare.tus .frees the cor.:poser from the despotism of the twelve note, 
tempered, pie.no sce.le to which even violinists must adapt themselves. 
1 11 The Latest Marvel in Niusic, 11 Literary Digest, XCV, 30, (Oct., 1927). 
j 
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The composer can now construct e. scBle of the interve.ls desired. He cen 
he.ve intervels or thirteenths if he wan-ts them. In feet, any gradation 
detecta.ble by the humEn eDr can be produced. To this must be added an en-
tirely new range of tone colors. Hitherto the composer has he.d only fJ.bout 
twenty tone colors, represented by as nw.ny different types of instruments. 
I give him 1i ten,lly tbousE,nds of' tone colors. 
The greatest sdvanco mBde ir. the physictil D.nd psychologicr.l study of 
music has been carried on in the laboretories of the depndanent of Psycho-
logy of the University of Io-wn under the supervision of itrs director and 
denn, Dr. Oa.rl :W, Seashore. Hooont bttJ.J.atinP ~md monogrs.pha from thnh 
source Hst over a hundrt)d D.l't:l.cles f'rom tho pen of Dr, Sensbore, wmy of 
whioh deal w:l. th f'!'Oblema concerning the a.otuul phenomenn of sqund M well 
as with aural f,Jenaetion nnd aesthetic experience, 'fha aim or the work 
done in this school is to isolate the components of music, its personal 
production and reception, and to ir:.vestigate each of them f'ully. A be .... 
ginning along this line wns mn.de in the analysis of musical te.lent into 
o. hiere.r ohy of abili 'l;ies, Tests we!'e constructed for each of these and 
the results of the tests were studied and correle.ted, This supplied a 
fund of materiel valuable in educe.tional guidance. 
Resee.rch in music hns te.ken en anthropological t-urn and is investi-
ga Hng primitive music as a source of compere.ti ve material to pla.ce be ... 
side more cultured music. ThiR is directly in line ·with the e.nalysis to 
establish norms for artistic perfornwnce. The primitive may have as 
much to teach us e.s the modern virtuoso. After investige.tion of th~~ vi-
brato, Kwelwasser stetes the feet, derived from scientific observation, 
1 
that; "the e.rt of singing is not bnsed on the science of singing, 11 Con-
tinued le.boratory reseerch in the mnterie.ls of music and the "structure 
of the musicel mind" may in time inevitably result in e. new aesthetics 
of music on a scientific founO.a.tion rather than on sentiment and general-
1 J. Kwalwesser,"'rhe Vibrato," Univ. of Iowa Studies in Psych.Vol.IX,'26. 
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ization. Psychology plays a l::trge po.rt in such a progra..11 and the forma-
tion of a psychology of music and its application to the teachL'lg o.f mu-
sic complete the seven-fold program of work can·ied on by Dr. Senshore 
and his congreres. Work tJ.lon~ similar lines, but to a lesser degree is 
being maintained at other Americnn ::md ot t'uropean uni ve1•si ties. Terman 
n..nd Farnsworth of Lelnnd Stv.nf'ord Univ0rsity e.re doing reaeerch in musi-
cnl precocity nnd in artistic tnste. Hepo1·ts of v.ll such resonroh appear 
in the journnls on psychology o.nd edUt)D.tion from the various college 
printeries, 
Growin~ out of the lt\ta attention to vismtl educ~:ttion, and pl'Oin.oted 
by the perfection· of the moving picture crunera a.nd 11movie tone, 11 a group 
of instruments he.s been perfected to nid musical reseorch and trainine;. 
One of these, the tonoscope, is a delicBtely arro.ng;ed instrument st.:msi ... 
tized to variations in pitch. It records deviEttions f'rom pitch in such 
a way that the perforw;,r cf.J.n 11 seo hLnst3lf sing" and mny pr~1ctice as long 
as is necessary to erndicnte f'Dul ts of intono.tlon, The training thus 
gained by the eye carries over into the ear, '£he 1\hytlli!l-meter and the 
Pro;jectoscope perform similnr services for rhythm e.nd volume respective-
ly. By using the phonophotogre.phic camera perfected for the filming of 
the 11mo·ITie Tone 11 e.n exact reproduction by any artist and his singing 
may be mede for study. The compc.rison of the recording of the so.me song 
by a number of singers, v,rhen g;re.phically plotted is an .interesting and 
highly instructive document. The .iudgments of the ear are definitely 
substantiated by the eye. 
With the grovling aceretion of authentic da.ta. in music psychology 
end testing, the1·e hfl.s gr·m·m up fl. technique in tee.ching music and in 
vocational and avocationD.l 6'1lidrmce. It is novr possible for an individ-
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uHl or n school system to sec'J.l'e a criticA-l survey of musics.l telent with 
expert eveluation of ability and suggestions for further education and 
improve1nt:mt. This service hes Dlrendy resuHed in assisting te.lentBd 
pupils ·to secure training alone:; lines of their greatest tl':o.lent and has 
made plein to othfHS their inability to succeed in muaio, wi thou'li the 
useless expenditure of yer1 rs of life and hundreds of doJ.lars secured 
through pri vabiot~. The whole movf.fment of the application e~f experimental 
science is newer than science itself' since it hva so recently entered the 
realm o.f music, 
Musi o ed1~ca·bion as such cannot be considered e.s new. From the Greek: 
era music formed an essential part o.f education • In a previous oonnec .. 
tion, we hRve discussed some of' th~l new phases in scientific resonroh of 
psychology and the applioBtion of new theories to musio8.l pedagogy. Al-
though early group instruction in music in the United Ste.tes was vocal, 
instrumental musio was taught individunlly by instructors in conserva. .. 
tories and in private studios. A later development hns beon the addition 
of applied music to the cuPriculR of tho public schools and the ste.te col-
leges and universities. This work is usually done in groups. Several 
systems have befJn published for group instruction in piano. Many new 
books and magazines are oontri buting an interesting musical literature 
for children and for the musically unlearned. The need for better ap ... 
preciation of music has given rise to books and lecture courses having 
the. t end in view. The greater pnrt of these deal almost exclusi valy 
with musical form, only a few analysing the essence of the spid.t of 
music. A modern evaluation of the beautiful in music is the theme of 
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several modern writers such e.s Schoen, Puffer, Seashore, and Overs~;ree-1:;. 
Education has been e.ided by the foundation of several scholarships. 
The Simon Gugr;enheim Memorial Foundn.tion set aside in 1925 a. sum of three 
and one half million do11ars for the main'l:;ainence of foreign study and 
travel for talented students in Hll types of creative endeavor. Several 
tmlsioians havo been included in these awards, me.de annue.Lty. The will of 
Augu~:~t.ua 0 •• htilJ.t'l.rd of New York provided for the establishment of thA 
Juillard School of Musie for th~J instruction of te.lented Amerio'>n students. 
The C~rneir,le Col' porFd;ion has o.ppr•opde:bed five ·lihousund doll0.rs 11 for the 
study of tha position. ,of the vooRl organa dux•ing phone.tion 11 , This :tS~ 
being done under the supervision of thFJ A.merican Academy of TeeohEH'S of 
Singing. Xray pictures and noeompn.nying phonog:rr~ph records e.re being 
made of both speech 8nd song. Theso will be available for study when 
oornplelied. 'rhe AtwatAr Kent Foundation of' Philadelphia he.s announced its 
third annuul vocal contest w:i.th prizes totaling twen-t;y .. five thousand dol~ 
lnrs; the largest of which will be five thousand dollars and two years 
tuition in an Americn.n conservatory, and the leas·li, one thousand dolla.rs 
and one yer>.r 1 s tuition. This is open to singers and e.ims to secure new 
talent for radio bronqcr.st purposes. It has been estimated that approx-
imately one hundred thousand young amateurs engaged in the a.udi tiona dur ... 
ing the p~:tst two years. 
The rndio comes, like the medineve 1 minstrel, to .reci t€3 news of the 
outside world and to furnish music when the evening meal is done. 'fhe 
l Max Schoen, 11 'fhe Aes\jlletic Attitude in Music," .Psych. :Mon£graphs, 
XXXIK, No. 2. 
2 Ethel Puf'fwr, 11 The Psychol~~ of Beau~." 
3 C. E. Sen.shore, Univ·'3rsitv of Iovm Studies, Vol. II, No. 4. 
4 H. A. Overstreet-:-"Ab~Ourselve's, It chapter 12, ( 11Ears that Hear"). 
past tal. yea.rs have linked nRtion to nntion throue;h the ether wave and 
are rapidly making the tovm and isol8ted vi llege more cosmopolitan in 
thought and interest. The wol·ld is informed simultaneously of the inau-
guration of a president, or the ployinr£ of Faul Whiteman 1 s orchestra in 
" t . " b a swee JD.ZZ n1.lJil er. The aspiring young musician far from the city 
hears eminent o.rtists perform great works which are explained with fine 
care and unders·banding; hears, for inntance, Walter Damrosoh give the 
themes of a symphony before him ocohestra playa i,t. Murflell, in his re-
cent book on music~~l educntion SUlHS up the part played by the radio and 
1 
othor mu~;~i oul muohinaG, 
'.Che phonograph, the mechanicRl pi9.no, and the radio hnve provided all of 
us with musical opportunities undreamed of e. few years ago • •• One o.f the 
real tasks of musical leadership is to cRpitalize these devices as means 
training e.nd developmen-t. 
Another new influence in eduoHtion and society is the moving pic .. 
ture, a potent force for good and for evil, The cinema in its mechan .. 
ical presen·tation has been hampered and given a macabre que.li ty be cause 
of the absence of speech to accompany its action. Music has thus fnr 
been adapted from all sources to interpret and intensify the picture, 
but the effect ht>s generally been fn.r from sa tis fe otory. In 1912, 
French composers bege.n ·writing music for the films but found it time 
wasted since the life of any picture vws so short. The modern "movie 
tone" which synchronizes picture and tone is a decided advance in me-
che.nizing art. It is predicted that the "movie tone" me..y lead to the 
presentation of a new type of opera and thus to the opening of an opera 
remaissance. 
The world is avw.ke nnd aware of music~ Each community supports 
1 J. 1. lvlursell, "Principles of t:iusicel Education, 11 250. 
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schools which teach music and hr.s besides, numerous private teachers. 
F'raternt\l organizations end service clubs have their bands, Ol'chestre.s, 
and glee clubs. 'rhere e.re choirs and organs in most of the churches. At 
Christmas and Easter there ere community fes·bivals which unite all these 
groups. 
It is ·to these people, through the medium of the composer and his 
interpreter, tho perfox'ln:i.n?;; t?rtist, dirQcbly through recital to the i'ew, 
and indirectly through the radio, phonograph, or player piano to the 
many, that the now in music slowly comes. Some of' it lives and inter-
penetre.tes th"} germ of thr~ lii'e thut is yet to be; some o£ it falls to 
the ee.rth e.nd dies; some lies dormant ;for growth in a later age, 
For each 1.1ge is a dreem that is dying, 
Or one that is coming to birth. 
And therefore today is thrilling 
With a p8.st day's lnte fulfilling; 
And the multi tudes are enlis.ted 
In the faith that their fathers resisted. 
And, scorning the dream of' tomorrow, 
And bringing to pi).SS, es they may, 
In the world, for its ,joy or its so now, 
'£he dream that wns scorned yesterday. 
Great hail~ we cry to the comers 
From the dazzling unknown shore; 
Bring us hither your sun and your surruners, 
And renew our wot·ld as of yore; 
You .shnll teflch us your song's new numbers, 
And thint~s that we dreamed not before: 
Yea, in spite of a dreamer who slumbers, 
And a singer who sings no more. 
"We are the Music-Makers" 
Arthur O'Shaughnessy. 
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